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Owing to the restrictions on the time of face-to-face lessons, a new 
teaching method has been created under the new normal. The teachers 
must be so innovative in choosing appropriate media as well as 
maintaining students’ mood in learning. This literature study aims at 
showing another choice of media that teacher may have in teaching 
English reading during pandemic era. This is a qualitative study which 
employed direct observation and interviews. There were totally 97 Junior 
High School and three English Teachers were taken as the samples. The 
result found that. A comic with local content based emerge as a fun 
medium for teaching and learning reading English during the pandemic 
era. The visuals help improve students comprehension on the text as they 
provide “additional contextual information” which is in line with DCT (Dual 
Code Theory). Moreover, the use of local content based stories 
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A Local-Content Based Comic: A Fun Media on 
Teaching Reading in New Normal Era  
 
Introduction 
Owing to the restrictions on the time of face-to-face lessons in the epidemic era, a new teaching method has 
been created under the new normal. The way of teaching changed significantly as it was done virtually. 
Although we are coming to the new normal era, facing time is still restricted. It compels the teaching and 
learning process is done through a mixed-method, offline and online. As a result, teachers must be so 
innovative in finding the best way to teach English effectively as well maintaining the students’ mood on 
learning skills of English. 
Therefore, there found many challenges on teaching English, especially for reading skill as it attempt as a 
complex process (Alyousef, 2005). As reading is considered as ‘interactive’ process from the text to the reader 
(Alyousef, 2005), it makes reading in English is not always easy for students. What make it more difficult now 
is that the learning processes are done mostly online. Teacher find it a bit difficult to find the best way and 
media which suit students’ need especially for them who are in the lower graders who need more teacher’s 
guidance.  
Abroad, most language teachers all over the world providing visuals accompanied with the texts to their 
students’ reading materials (Merç, 2013). There a need to use moving pictures with text as a fun media in 
teaching English especially for reading. Nevertheless, in teaching reading, the main consideration of choosing 
the content is the students as they come to class with their own sets of cognitive capabilities; motivation, 
interest, experiences and believes (Mikulecky, 2008; Snow, 2002; Khanam, et al, 2014). Thus, the teacher 
could use a local content based material as a resource for their material in the classroom. Therefore, using a 
local content based comic as the media can be a solution for teacher in teaching reading English.  
Reading, as written language, has been a big part of media to convey the message from the writer to the 
reader. It can be considered as an ‘interactive’ process between the text and readers. In the process of 
reading, there are six general part of skills and knowledge: “Automatic recognition skills, Vocabulary and 
structural knowledge, Formal discourse structure knowledge, content/world background knowledge, synthesis 
and evaluation skills/strategies, and metacognitive knowledge and skills monitoring” (Alyousef, 2005).  
Besides the complexity of the text, there are also other aspects effects the difficulties in reading 
comprehension. McNamara (2009) poses some factors that may be cause the problem of teaching reading. 
First, from the students’ knowledge of words, it might be a possible obstacle since they need to comprehend 
how the words come together before understanding the whole text. Sometimes, they may understand the word 
by word, but they are unsuccessful to comprehend the whole meaning of the text. The second is the students 
may lack of reading strategies which is needed to comprehend the text. Another obvious problem is caused by 
the teacher lack of appropriate knowledge on how to teach the students to understand the written code, how 
and what they need to teach, and what matter they should teach (Brown, 2007: 357). 
Another aspect contributed on the effectiveness of teaching reading is the nature of the material (Garrison, 
1956: 79). Rohmah, (2012: 80) suggests that choosing material should consider the students’ age, lifestyle, 
location, needs and interest. Therefore, serving them a fun material help them to be motivated in learning, 
since the motivation maybe influenced by using some appropriate materials (15). What is correlate each other 
are interest and motivation, students who has high interest would affect them to have a high achievement on 
the goal (204).  
There are some certain major functions of using visual aids in reading (Liu, 2004):  
a. Representation: visuals clarify the content of the text or coherence with the text in essence. 
b. Organization: visuals enhance the suitability of the text. 
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c. Interpretation: visuals help the reader to find more obvious information from the text. 
d. Transformation: visuals help presenting the crucial information in the text as a more memorable form. 
e. Decoration: visuals are commonly used to catch the readers’ interest in the text. 
According to Merc (2013), the there are some types visuals aids which can be used with reading texts, they 
are pictures, cartoons, comic book, maps, video films, photographs, etc. One of the important and dominant 
among those visual reading is comic (Smith, 2006). It can be explained that visual aids can be a good teaching 
tool in the currently literature on the implementation of visuals for reading comprehension (Wright and 
Sherman, in Merc, 2013), it is also worth companion for L2 learner’ reading comprehension (Liu, 2004). The 
use of pictures, especially moving pictures or known as ‘Comic” help students enjoying the material as they 
feel the dynamic of the story (Garrison, 1956: 79). Merç (2013), on his quantitative analyses indicated that all 
students which had given a comic book, worked better than the others without the comic book.  
This finding confirms the DCT (Dual Coding Theory) indicating that the learners could better comprehend the 
reading texts with the counter of visuals. In the relationship between the reading materials with the neuron 
concept, the visual aids help memory to recall information faster, since the information are served through text 
as well as the visual, as the whole or detail (Liu. 2004).  
Language and culture cannot be separated (Kramsch, 2014; Mikulecky, 2008). But, the question is “whose 
culture?”. Kramsch (2003; 2013) argued that since English is an international language, there no need to 
identify English as belong to one nation or culture, as long as the users are the part of international society. 
Further she stressed that there also no need to connect between a target language and the native speaker of 
the language. Thus, may teach the teacher as the agent of change to see that English in the education of 
foreign language (Kramsch, 2004). What teacher needs to think of is what the most effective and way to teach 
the target language, no matter the culture is. Therefore, using students’ own culture is the best way to 
introduce English to them, especially for the beginner. The use of local culture is also consistent with the 
principle of administrating the education in Indonesia that should follow the norm, culture, and the pluralism of 
the country (government low of national Education number 20 year 2003, chapter III verse 01).  
A basic can be used is the relationship of text schema. As Erten and Razı (2009) fould on their study that 
students could better comprehend the text through the nativized story. It remaines that the use of local based 
story indicating a powerful impact of cultural schema on comprehension.  Khanam, et al (2014) stresses that 
schemata plays important role in reading comprehension, the familiarity content of text with students’ life and 
background knowledge truly facilitate students’ comprehension and understanding on the content of the 
reading text. Since readers may employ many kinds of strategies to construct the meaning, then connect it 
with the prior information they had (Mikulecky: 2008).  
Generally, the prior knowledge is mostly set by the context and sociocultural where they lived. It offers 
Interrelationship between the components of a larger sociocultural context, reader, text and activity.    As 







Figure 1. A heuristic for thinking about reading comprehension (Snow, 2002) 
Nowdays, the development on having a local material is increased as one of the contra of using global 
textbook (Tomlinson and Masuhara, 2004: 37), in which it focuses to the target user of the language, it is one 
effort for students to have a strong connection between the material to their real life (Tomlinson and Masuhara, 
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2004: 38). Further, Tomlinson and Masuhara (2004: 38) wrote some beneficial of using local materials: (1) 
There is a direct relevance of the material toward the target users; (2) There is a potential for personalization; 
(3) There is a direct awareness of the writers to the characteristics of the target context of learning. As the 
result, there is a easy of availability of the local illustration and literature. Furthermore, the feedback and from 
actual target users are available.; (4) The last, there is a local ownership of the material. 
Method 
This is a qualitative study in which the researcher was the key instrument of the study. The researcher 
intended to understand the social education situation in depth related to the usage of local-content based 
comic as a fun media on teaching reading in new normal era, then conclude the theories which were in 
accordance with the data obtained in the field. The researcher considered the problems studied are quite 
complex and dynamic so that the data obtained from the informants was captured by a more natural method, 
namely direct observation and interviews. The population were the students of second grade of Junior High 
Schools in Bima. Three class of different school were taken as the sample of the observation which 
encompassed 3 English teachers and  97 students. There were totally 9 interviewee fo the interview data 
collection which envolved the three teachers and two students of each class.  
 
Those samples were chosen using stratified purposeful sampling. The schools have given a local content 
comic book under the tittle “Wadu Ntanda Rahi” as a resource of local content based comic for their media on 
teaching reading comprehension. While reading, teaching and lerning process were observed to know 
students interest on the comic.After finishing reading, students then were given some questions to know the 
level of their  comprehension on the comic.The data gathered from interview and observation then it was 
analized using three steps namely data reduction, presentation and drawing the conclusion.     
Result and Discussion 
This study confirmed thwo main points of using local-content comic book in English classroom for reading 
comprehension: 
1. Students’ Reading Motivation Are More Facilitated by the Used of the Local Content 
Based the observation, students were so excited when they first time they got the book. Looking at the tittle, 
they directly got what that story is about.  They told that they have known that story from people around, but 
they never seen a book like this before. The researcher found that most of them could finish the reading within 
15 up to 25 minutes after reading it back and forth.  
Table 1.1 Students’ Reading Time 
Class <15 minutes 15-25 minutes >25 minutes 
A 4 18 8 
B 2 21 11 
C 3 20 10 
The students’ time reading reflected that almost all students reall read the comic book. Most of them could 
finish their reading within 15-20 minutes, it showed that most of students did interested on the story which was 
conveyed by the comic book. The students who finished the reading around 15-25 minutes were asked related 
on whether they understand the story or not, they told: 
S2: “…baru pertama kali baca, walaupun dalam bahasa inggris, …suka ceritanya, karena sering 
diceritakan…say tahu tempat-tempat dalam cerita itu….Saya tidak keberatan mencari arti kata 
di kamus, mau tahu aja arti kata nya…” 
(This is the first time I've read it, even though it's in English, I like the stody, since people 
always talk it….I know the places mentioned.. .I don't mind looking up the meaning of the word 
in the dictionary, I just want to know the meaning of the words…” 
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S3: “…saya sudah paham dan tahu ceritanya, walaupun ada yang beda dari yang diceritakan, tapi 
karena pernah dengar, jadi sudah tahu…ibu guru suruh lihat arti kata di kamus, ya kita cari 
aja” 
“…I already understand and know the story, although there are things that are different from 
what was told, but because I've heard it, so I already know… the teacher told me to look at the 
meaning of the word in the dictionary, so let's look for it 
The data above indicated that the local based story could be so powerful in increasing students reading 
motivation as well as their comprehension. As Erten and Razı (2009) stated that students could better 
comprehend the text through the nativized story. It remaines that the use of local based story indicating a 
powerful impact of cultural schema on comprehension. The familiarity content of text with students’ life and 
background knowledge truly facilitate students’ comprehension and understanding on the content of the 
reading text (Khanam, et al: 2014). Students’ prior knowledge is mostly set by the context and sociocultural 
where they lived. 
2. Students’ Reading Comprehension Are More Facilitated by the Visuals 
In reading the comic, same students used guessing strategy when they need to understand some scene which 
contain unfamiliar words for them. It is the verbal teaxt were companied by the visual aid. As what students 
students 1 (s1) and Students 3 (S3) said: 
S1: “.... walaupun kadang tidak mengerti bahasa yang dipakai, tapi lihat ekspresi dari 
gambar komiknya, saya menerka arti dari kata yang digunakan…jadi ketika mencari 
di kamus, saya ketemu ternyata memang benar artinya demikian…”  
(although sometimes I don't understand the language used, but looking at the 
expressions in the comics, I guessed the meaning of the words used… so when I 
looked in the dictionary, I found that it really means that…) 
 
S3: “saya mengerti alur ceritanya walaupun tidak tahu semua arti kata-katanya,..dari 
gambarnya saya tahu..”  
(I understand the storyline even though I don't know all the meanings of the words...from the 
picture I know) 
 
What students said above confirmed that using visual could really facilitate the studenta in understand the 
meaning of words which unfamiliar for them. One of the basic that may be used in this explanation is as what 
have been stated in the literature review, it is DCT (Dual Coding Theory), which deals to the nature of 
language and imagery. In DCT, the system of linguistic coding is referred as the verbal system, as well as the 
system coding of nonverbal is referred as the imagery system. Different from schemata theory, DCT regards 
that the verbal system coding is organized in order while the nonverbal system is organized not in order. In the 
process, it generating the different restriction (Liu: 2004). 
Further, in reading, DCT is important for hypothesizing bottom-up and top-down processes (Liu: 2004). Both 
bottom-up and top-down processes are important in reading (Brown, 2007). DTC is important in the study of 
L1 and L2. Visuals could be a good aid in improving students’ comprehension in reading as they came with 
“additional contextual information” which is consistent with DCT.  
In Addition, Liu (2004) did a study on the role of comic toward students reading comprehension. His Study 
pointed out that the students in low-level was greatly facilitated to comprehend the text as the comic repeated 
the information from the text. Nevertheless, it did not work significantly to the students on high-level texts, 
since the comic do not really clarify linguistic complexity in the text. 
However, using comic as a media to help students’ understanding on the context of reading text is different 
than using other visual media. A static picture provides static information while comic book may come with full 
expression and lively narration and pictures (Lakoff : 1982, 252). Comic book was the earliest forms of 
communication which transcribe the oral language into visual print.  
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Conclusion 
A comic with local content based can be a solution for teacher as one of media in teaching English reading in 
new normal era. The used of local content could increase students’ motivation on reading. As it contributes to 
the great effect of cultural schema on comprehension.  Besides, the familiarity content of text with students’ life 
and background knowledge truly facilitate students’ comprehension. Moreover, the visuals contributed on 
improving comprehension as they came with “additional contextual information” which is consistent with DCT 
(Dual Code Theory).  
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